We have compiled the DNA sequence data for E.coli available from the GENBANK and EMBL data libraries and over a period of several years independently from the literature. This is the fourth listing replacing and increasing the former listings substantially. However, in order to save space this printed version contains DNA sequence information only, if they are publically available in electronic form. The complete compilation including a full set of genetic map data and the E.coli protein index can be obtained in machine readable form from the EMBL data library (ECD release 10) or from the CD-ROM version of this supplement issue directly. After deletion of all detected overlaps a total of 1 820 237 individual bp is found to be determined till the beginning of 1992. This corresponds to a total of 38.56% of the entire E.coli chromosome consisting of about 4,720 kbp. This number may actually be higher by some extra 2,5% derived from lysogenic bacteriophage lambda and various DNA sequences already received for other strains of E.coli.
INTRODUCTION
Within this sequence supplement issue we were able to publish a compilation of DNA sequences of Escherichia coli in three contingiuous years since 1989 and asked our colleagues from all over the world for additions and corrections [1, 2, 3] . Ever since the number of newly published E.coli sequence data increased substantially (see Table 1 ). The velocity of adding new data increased also. A rough calculation from Table 1 allows the prediction, that the complete sequence of E.coli may be known by 1998, using a noncoordinate effort only. According to our data a total of 1 820 237 bp is sequenced till February 1992. At least one third of the nucleotides is published twice. The data presented here may serve as a basis for encouragement to our colleagues to either send us their unpublished, mostly flanking material or to determine additionally the sometimes very small gaps towards known neighbouring sequences. This may finally help to produce the Escherichia coli K12 DNA sequence as the first complete sequence of a living organism. This compilation is available in its full form quarterly from EMBL data library together with their current release on tape (ECD) or from the EMBL file server [4] . It may also be received from the EMBL data library or from IRL Press on CD-ROM together with a service stand alone program for quick database search and direct access to collected sequences.
PREVIOUS AND SUPPORTING EFFORTS
The most famous collection of E.coli data is the linkage map compiled by B.Bachmann [5] . These data were updated for the last time in 1990 and we tried to follow this update as close as possible. Thus the electronic full version of ECD now contains all known genes, except the open reading frames, but including all recent updates found in the literature. Three other groups [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] started a program to fit the DNA sequence data directly onto the physical map compiled by Y.Kohara et al. [13] . We preferred the genetic map positions rather then the physical map coordinates, since it seems to be more comfortable to find the most important genetic cross references within the Bachman map, directly. In general one may obtain the physical data simply by multiplying the genetic 'map' data by a factor of 47.2. This operation needs to pay attention to a large inversion within the Kohara restriction map, which however is considered in two other cosmidbanks [14, 15] . In order to merge our data with those regarding the Kohara map data directly [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] we have compared our data with those of K.Rudd (Bethesda,MD) and paid attention to all other collections as far as possible. Thus, we also included the unpublished material available exclusively to us or to K.Rudd. However, these data were given to us for statistical purposes only; for an example see references 16 and 17 . The respective information may be available on personal request from the authors named in the Listing 1. Additions and corrections of several colleagues are indicated in the main list within the comment column (see Listing 1; for abbreviations see Table 1 ).
PERFORMED COMPILATION
The general scope of this collection is to allow a compilation of all uncoordinated sequence information to finally end up with a complete Escherichia coli nucleotide sequence data bank, including all sequenced mutants. In order to give a visual impression about the availability of sequence information of E.coli DNA we include an appropriate figure. This Figure 1 is printed automatically on a high resolution printer and is to scale as far as possible. The extent of the black bars represents the mainly sequenced areas. All sequences with more then 2000 contiguous basepairs are shown. The final print may not give enough resolution, thus the comparison with the main list (Listing 1) is strongly recommended.
Besides the pure sequence information some specified additions are introduced, mostly if restriction maps could be found in the original paper. We introduced B.Bachmann's genetic map data completely and used them to sort the sequences roughly by a tenth of a minute. Fine assortment was by a hundredth of a minute, if the sequences overlap. A hundredth of a minute corresponds to 472 bp, which seems to be a sufficient resolution. If the sequences were mapped in either of the compilations using the Kohara map [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , we preferred to use their assignment including the respective orientation. However, these numbers may not be used as experimentally determined data, as long as we deal with interrupts of any kind. Contigs are only accepted, if either sequence extends over the respective restriction site.
Note, the given map coordinate may vary somehow within different issues of this collection, due to increasing number of recognized overlaps. If the numbers are not consecutive within collected entries, you may find the missing entries within the electronic ECD data bank only. Numbers higher then 100 within this line refer to DNA sequences, which could not be localized within the chromosome yet. The numbers refer to the following type of information: 101-126 Unlocalized structural genes in alphabetical order >200
Insertion sequences in quasi numerical order (e.g. 200.05 is IS5; 201.50 is IS150) >300 tRNAs filed as RNA sequences and unlocalized tRNA genes in alphabetical order of the corresponding amino acids (RNA sequences neglected here) >400 unlocalized RNAs >500 reviews and summaries (neglected here)
The gene symbols are either according to the Bachmann list or to the respective paper. Several symbols have been changed Table 1 . Databank cross references and abbreviations. Some differences between the two databases or repeated entries, as well as accession numbers given in most recent papers are indicated directly. New is introduced, if the actual issue of GenBank data bank may not contain this more recent entry. However, caused by a certain difference in updating these entries, they may already be incorporated into the most actual GenBank version. They are always available using the EMBL/GenBank file server. indicates entries primarily found by K. Rudd [3] acknowledges the contribution of Bobby Baum, 6607 Pyle Road, Bethesda, Maryland 20817, USA. Entries marked by BB are added [new] in the past for different reasons. In order to provide a basis for comparison, we added Listing 2, which is part of the main list but sorted on names. Note, some names denoted by '*' seem to be biased. Thus the given entry names within the EMBL or GenBank entries differ sometimes from the given gene symbol. These differences are indicated as much as possible mostly using the ' =' symbol in the last position of the name column pointing to the comment column. If more then two gene symbols are necessary to describe the content either of a single or a condensed entry, the '&' symbol points to the comment column, in order to indicate that this area consists of more than two genes. Thus the two columns should be read as one consecutive item. We tried to use each gene symbol at least once in the first position. Since a fairly compressed form had to be used within this databank, some terms and abbreviations had to be used and are explained in Table 1 .
This fourth edition of ECD contains a major increase of information by adding the exact coordinates for the performed overlaps, the entire genetic map data [5] and the 2D-protein index numbers [18] . In order to make the calculations transparent, we preferred to keep all references with contributions to the respective area. However, we can only give one reference per data bank entry in this printed version. The full set of information is provided in the electronic ECD version, which also includes some structural information and other functional data, restriction map data, corrections or sequenced mutations. Most tRNA sequences are compiled together with their respective anticodon sequence. For crossreferences to the tRNA collection [19] see our previous listing [1] . Most ribosomal operons are not fully sequenced within their 16S and 23S RNA genes. Thus the compiled sequences are sometimes only analogs. Insertion sequences are compiled using the known copy number within E.coli K12 strain W3110 [20, 21] . A future issue of this collection may contain this information at the respective genetic locus.
Strains other then E.coli K12 are indicated. However, the respective sequence data are not included in the final calculation. Names not found within the Bachmann list or not genetically defined within the original paper are abbreviated but explained with the full name. Undetermined or open reading frames (urf or orf) are indicated mostly according to the original paper and the resulting protein size. Regions with no specific genetic function are marked as intergenic or flanking regions. Some reviews on the genetic or functional structure as well as on cosmid banks are included, but neglected in the printed version.
The accession number column gives the first accession number for any EMBL entry. This number remains constantly with the quoted nucleotide sequence. It is therefore the most important cross reference. According to the general databank policies the accession number will even be part of any condensed entry after removing overlaps. Thus an EMBL EC entry may be found via different accession numbers, but each accession number points to one individual EC entry only. If the EMBL-accession number differs from the GenBank accession number, the GenBank accession number is given in the comment column. Published sequences, which are not yet included into EMBL databank are now added and received internal accession numbers either from K.Rudd's [7] or our own collection. Unpublished material still not publically available, may be obtained directly from those individuals, who are named in the comment column (see Listing 1).
The EMBL column gives the EMBL entry name for the given reference, usually beginning with the identification EC The respective GenBank entry name usually begins with ECO and is given in the respective column. This may be used to find Escherichia coli sequences directly either within the EMBL databank or GenBank. However, this identification may also point to plasmid borne and other sequences (for a list of these entries see our previous listing [1] ).
Note, that the EC or ECO entry name may have been changed between different database releases, especially due to compressing overlapping sequences or to changing preliminary names (usually the respective accession number). Numbers in brackets after the name point to the position of this reference within the list of references of the respective GenBank/EMBL entry. Incorporation of these numbers is still incomplete. In order not to depend on these changes the respective invariant accession number is always given in the accession number column. Year   1967  1968  1969  1970  1971  1972  1973  1974  1975  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980  1981  1982  1983  1984  1985  1986  1987  1988  1989  1990  1991  1992   annual  entries   1  2  4  3  10  5  6  4  9  7  9  22  43  55  74  95  136  141  168  175  150  186  205  178  255  27   total  entries   1  3  7  10  20  25  31  35  44  51  60  82  125  180  254  349  485  626  794  969  1119  1305  1510  2138  2393  2420   annual  information (bp)   600  205  349  249  841  426  434  205  820  530  1116  6911  20122  36312  105890  83314  131753  178748  164241  248311  204359  248615  290647  330493  449994  46455   total  information (bp)   600  805  1154  1403  2244  2670  3104  3309  4129  4659  5775  12686  32808  69120  175010  258324  390077  568825  733066  981377  1185736  1434351  1724998  2057491  2497485  2543940 There are five columns giving different types of numbers of basepairs:
1) The basepair ('bp') column gives the number of basepairs found in the reference quoted. The number is mostly consistent with the respective number given in the EMBL or GenBank entry. If it is clear from the original text, that the given sequence information is used as illustration only and not originally determined here, the entry within this column is 0. If the text allows to complete restriction sites the flanking nucleotides are added, or if it allows to recognize vector sequences, these sequences are omitted. Thus the given number may differ from the EMBL or GenBank entry. This is mostly indicated in the comment column.
2) The 'offset' column is a control number for ascending order in the map column and describes the number of nucleotides collected up to the previous entry. This column is deleted in the printed version now.
3) The 'from' column defines the address number of the nucleotide to begin with in the respective collection.
4) The 'to' column defines the respective nucleotides to terminate the respective collection. If the from number is higher then the to number our program automatically inverses the sequence.
5) The total column gives the number of basepairs added to a total number after deletion of all repeats and overlaps from different entries. This number is given only once per added area in the first entry after a sort by the genetic map position. Data from strains other than E.coli K12 are ignored in this calculation. If there is no overlap to other entries the numbers given in the bp and total column are identical. Adding up all entries in this column we arrive at the actual number of sequenced basepairs of the entire E.coli genome. The actual number of total basepairs sequenced up to February 1992 is 1 820 237 bp = 38.56% In order to distinguish between the different entries, e.g.for this printed version of the data base, an additional one letter column (*) is included as well. T defines the start of a completely collectable entry. P defines the start of an entry only partially collectable. F defines an entry missing in the EMBL data base. C defines any collectable entry other then the starting one. B, J, U, and W define entries from strains other then E.coli K12.
The article column line gives the references for the quoted sequence information in a fairly condensed format and indicates the volume and first page of each entry, only. The appropriate year is added in a special year column to allow the calculation of an annual index given in Table 2 . A list of abbreviations for the respective journals is given in Table 3 .
The gene-protein database of Escherichia coli (Edition 4) of VanBogelen and Neidhardt [18] is now included in a separate column. Only very few proteins addressed in the 2D gels are not found in the genetic map. Note, the full information is again given in the electronic version only. 
DATA DISTRIBUTION IN MACHINE READABLE FORM
This compilation is available as a flat file (ECD) from the EMBL data library [4] and is automatically distributed with the each release the EMBL data library. In addition, this compilation is available together with a stand alone service program on the CD-ROM version of the EMBL data library. This CD-ROM is produced in cooperation with IRL-Press and contains the other collections of this supplement issue, too. However our version may also be available on disk on request from Gie/3en; email address KROEGER@EMBL-HEIDELBERG.DE. Using our service program one may assemble the entire nucleotide sequence directly from the CD-ROM or may extract each single or collected entry individually. 
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